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Objectives
• To awaken the interest of
participants to acquire more ICT
skills.
• To keep the participants abreast
of modern ICT practices of
improving the quality of justice
delivery.
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Preamble

• A court is any person or institution, often as a
government institution, with the authority to
adjudicate legal disputes between parties and
carry out the administration of justice in civil,
criminal, and administrative matters in
accordance with the rule of law.
• People go to court to resolve their
disagreement while courts analyse and decide
what really happened and what should be
done about it based on facts and evidences
available to them. Processing of these courts
cases is primarily information handling.

Preamble
• A court is literally unable to exercise its work
diligently without the use of adequate
information. Information is indispensable for the
effective justice administration.
• The world has become a global village and this
has been made possible through information
technology and its processing and dissemination
in easier, more appealing, sophisticated and
convenient way yet preserving its value has kept
the technology driving it more recognized and
universally acceptable by society.

Preamble
• With the use of innovative features of
Information and Communication Technology
tools like, Internet, Cloud Computing, IoT,
social Media etc, the courts have the capacity
to apply it in the administration of justice.

• Appropriate use of these Innovative tools and
trends can impact positively on the
performance and efficiency of the judiciary
hence instilling judicial excellence.

Preambles

Legal Research

In this
Information age /
Digital age
/Information
Society, do you have a better
option or tool for research other
than the use of computer?

Preambles

Organising Files

Preambles
Doctrine of Stare-decisis
Could
it have been possible to
authenticate, ensure uniformity, gain
quick access and uphold doctrine of
Stare decisis without the use of ICT?

Preambles

• In the world today, computer appreciation is the
first step for anybody who is willing to do things
with computer.
• From all works of life, there is no area where
computer knowledge is not important, especially
when trying to make quick decisions.
• Computer Appreciation has really drawn the
attention of millions of people, this is because,
virtually all human terrain now require the
knowledge of the computer.
• We can see this mostly in the area of employment
of labour all over the globe where every vacant
position requires computer literacy in addition,
infact
very
important
requirement.

Preamble
• Computer appreciation starts from Booting the
Computer System(switching it on and off): Warm
and Cold Booting
 knowing the common things of the computer like:
Hardware, Software, Operating System, Hard drive,
CD Drive, DVD, Types of computer, etc.
 knowing its components(Central Processing Unit
(CPU), Visual Display Unit (VDU), Keyboard, Mouse,
Speakers, RAM & ROM etc),
 Knowing the Input , Output and storage Devices
 Connecting to the Printer and so on.

Preamble
• Working around with the application packages like:
Microsoft word, Microsoft excel, PowerPoint,
CorelDRAW, etc and every other basic knowledge.
• After this step, someone will be able to really work
and produce outputs(results) from the computer
like: typing out vital office letters, memo, curriculum
vitae(CV),etc.
• However, some people decided to relent at this stage
which they consider is enough for them while others
out of curiosity still move on to know or acquire
more skills or knowledge of the world acclaimed
machine.

Preambles

 In the world of Information Society, literacy is not
only measured by the ability of learners to read
and write, but their ability to competently become
 Internet literate
digital literate
 social media literate
multimedia literate
networks literate

To be able to define, create, access, manage,
integrate, evaluate, communicate and disseminate
information ethically and legally in order to function
in information society.
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What is Appreciation?
• the act of recognizing or
understanding that something
is valuable, important, or as
described.
• an increase in the value of
something:

Relationship between Information &
Communication Technology
 Information technology deals with the use of
computers and computer software to securely
input, convert, process, store, transmit, protect,
output and retrieve information.
 To transfer Information, IT systems use computers,
telecommunications Network, and other electronic
devices.
 It is because of the importance of Communications
in Information Technology(IT),
that the term
Information and Communication Technology (ICT)
is often preferred to Information Technology(IT).

Components of Information & Communication Technology

 Computers.
This involves hardware, programs and information
 Communication networks:
A set of locations or nodes, consisting of hardware,
programs and information linked together as a system
that transmits and receives data and information.
 Know- how.
The know how is the capability to do something well
which consist of:

 Familiarity with the tools of Information Technology;
including the internet, social Media etc
 Possession of the skills needed to use these tools
 An understanding of when to use it to solve a problem or
create an opportunity.

Why then do we appreciate Computers?
Or Why do we use computers?

 Clearly, the main basis of ICT is simply to help us
to improve the way we deal with information in all
areas of our lives.

 ICT has provided opportunities in all spheres of
life, enabling amazing efficiencies in the delivery of
high quality services.

Determinants of Computer Appreciation
based on its Characteristics

 Speed
 Accuracy
 Storage /Memory
 Diligence
 Versatility
 Reliability
 Automation
 Cloud Computing
 Internet of Things
 Convenience

Determinants of Computer Appreciation

High Speed
Computer is a very fast device.
It is capable of performing calculation of
very large amount of data.
The computer has units of speed in
microsecond, nanosecond, and even the
picosecond.
It can perform millions of calculations in a
few seconds as compared to man who will
spend many months for doing the same
task.

Determinants of Computer Appreciation

Accuracy

• In addition to being very fast, computers
are very accurate.

• The calculations are 100% error free.
• Computers perform all jobs with 100%
accuracy provided that correct input has
been given.

Determinants of Computer Appreciation

Storage/Memory Capability
 space in computer where data is to be processed and
instructions required for processing are stored
 Memory is a very important characteristic of computers.
 like a human brain. It can store large amount of data and
instructions.
 A computer has much more storage capacity than
human beings.
 It can store any type of data such as images, videos, text,
audio and many others.
 Amount of data can be stored either on Local or Remote
storage.

Determinants of Computer Appreciation
Local Storage:
• Hard Drive, USB Thumb Drive or Flash Drive
• Optical Drive (CD/ DVD), etc
Remote Storage : Cloud Storage
Google Drive
• Free storage allowance: 15GB (expandable).
Microsoft OneDrive
• Another sterling storage solution, particularly for Windows
users
• Free storage allowance: 5GB
Dropbox
• Free storage allowance: 2GB (expandable)
iCloud

Benefits of Remote Storage
• Access files from any device: Use your phone, tablet,
or computer to continue what you started — wherever
you happen to be. Any changes you make will be
updated on all your devices.
• Offline access: You can access your files without being
online, which means you can always have your most
important files with you. That makes you stay
productive all the times.
• Keep your files safe: If something happens to your
device, you do not have to worry about losing your
files or photos .
 Share and collaborate Share files, folders, and photos
with friends and family. No more large email
attachments or thumb drives — just send a link via
email, text, iMessage, or Facebook etc.

Determinants of Computer Appreciation

Diligence
• Unlike human beings, a computer
is free from monotony, tiredness
and lack of concentration.
• It can work continuously without
any error and boredom.
• It can do repeated work with same
speed and accuracy.

Determinants of Computer Appreciation

Versatility
• A computer is a very versatile machine.
• It can perform different types of tasks with the
same ease.
• At one instance, it may be solving a complex
scientific problem and the very next moment it
may be playing a card game, prepare a letter
document and in the next moment you may play
music or printing a document.
Reliability
• A computer is a reliable machine.
• Modern electronic components have long lives.
• Computers are designed to make maintenance easy.

Determinants of Computer Appreciation
Cloud Computing:
An ICT concept and practice that enhance anywhere anytime
access to ICT resources, infrastructure, solutions and services
over the internet with minimal or no management efforts.

Internet of Things (IoTs):
• The interconnection of everyday physical objects,
buildings, machines, equipment, devices of all kind, etc that
are embedded with special sensors, software, network
capability and or electronic components.
• This enables those everyday objects to smartly collect,
store and communicate data over the internet.
• The legal importance of this interconnection of our
everyday devices is that they served as innovative tools for
source of rich evidence that can be potentially available to
resolve disputes.

Determinants of Computer Appreciation
Automation
•

Computer is an automatic machine.

•

Automation means ability to perform the given task automatically.

•

Once a program is given to computer i.e. stored in computer memory, the program and
instruction can control the program execution without human interaction.

Reduction in Paper Work
•

The use of computers for data processing in an organization leads to reduction in paper
work and results in speeding up a process.

•

As data in electronic files can be retrieved as and when required, the problem of
maintenance of large number of paper files gets reduced.

Reduction in Cost
•

Though the initial investment for installing a computer is high but it substantially reduces

the cost of each of its transaction

Determinant based on Impact to the society

• The changes brought by Information Technology has
greatly shaped the way we work, live, play,
communicate , interact and carry out our daily
activities.
• E-commerce: This allow customers to browse and
purchase products online. (Market Place or Book
Store .e.g. Amason, ebay, Jumia, konga etc).
• E-banking: allows users to have control over their
accounts (view balances and transactions), transactions
from one account to another, credit payment, shopping
vouchers for mobile phones etc. The benefits are
saving time (which would otherwise be spent waiting
in lines), lower service fees, and access from anywhere,
anytime. Internet banking (paying bills, transferring
funds, access to account, access to credit debt, etc).

Determinants based on Impact to the society

E-government-use of information technology to
provide better public access to government
information ( G2C), therefore providing citizens
with their human right to information.
Healthcare: diagnosing disease, medical
examinations, making appointments for
medical examinations, the exchange of
medical data between hospitals and institutes,
surgery and remote surgery monitoring.

Determinants based on Impact to the society

E-learning: used to describe learning and/or
dissemination of knowledge without direct
teacher-student contact, while using ICT
technology.
The Advantages of e-learning is that the
materials have multimedia features, and the
ability to remotely monitor lectures in
realtime.
Online universities with webinars (web +
seminar), websites with tutorials, expert
advice, etc.
Distance Learning e.g NOUN

Determinants based on Impact to the society

Source of entertainment e.g. movies and
Music
Software and documents downloading
e.g. pdfdrive
Sharing documents with each other
through internet
Searching through various search engines
like Google, yahoo etc.
Socializing: social networks, forums...
Information: news portals, blogs etc.

The Question then is
Why Magistrates/Courts should appreciates
ICT ?
ICT offers numerous tools/services to
shape the court processes or improve its
quality of justice delivery?
A brief outline of the ICT tools and its Relevance
to Judicial Process

Impact of ICT In courts
Functional Information Technology (FIT)
• Technologies that make the execution of standalone tasks more efficient.
• They mainly consist of hardware and software
used to create, collect, store, manipulate, and relay
digital information needed for accomplishing
basic office tasks.
• It comprises of simple computer tools like
desktop computers, photocopiers, printers,
scanners, laptops, word processing programs,
presentations programs, spreadsheets, and other
standard tools that can easily be acquired in the
market.
• It constitute the “Installed Base” on which other
technological innovations may be implemented.

Email Facility/Legal Email
What is Legal Email:
Legal Email Project is aimed at providing Official E-mail addresses
for all Judicial Officers, Court Staff, and all Legal Practitioners

• The main purpose is to facilitate service of court
processes and ultimately e-filing, it enables the system to
serve processes and obtain Certificate of Service.
• Digital Communications between Courts and Lawyers:
Lawyers and Law Chambers can receive notices, case
updates, adjournments and other Court communications
instantly on their PCs or phones.
• Enabling Digital Business for Lawyers: Lawyers can use
the service to conduct business, find and communicate
with other Lawyers, and interact with the NBA.

Email Facility/Legal Email

• With Digital Communications between Courts, NJC,
FJSC & NJI, In the nearest future most
communications between the Supreme Court, other
Courts, the National Judicial Council, Federal Judicial
Service Commission and the National Judicial
Institute will be through the use of the courts.gov.ng
email.
• Builds Trusted Online Identities: The service
establishes unique online identities for Lawyers,
which will be used for other purposes in the future.
• Orders from the superior courts will reach instantly to
the lower courts ensuring immediate implementation.

• Facilitates in issuance of summons, notices, warrants,
reports, statements, etc.

Email Facility/Legal Email
PROOF OF SERVICE GENERATED
• The Sender receives Certificate of Service that the

message was delivered on the date and time.
• Copies of the original message and of the Proof of
Service are archived into the system.
• The legal mail Provides SMS notification to further
ensure the person will give attention to the

communication received.
• Archives copies of the notices served for any disputes.

Email Facility/Legal Email

A sample of proof of service generated

A sample of SMS notification generated

SMS & IVRS Facility
• People
enquire
cases.

can
about

easily
their

• Immediate response to
the enquires 24/7/365
• Accurate information will
be available.
• Transparency
to
the
judicial system will be
ensured.
• There will be no need to
come to court complex
to make enquires.

SMS (Short Message Service)
 Case Status can be known through
mobile
 For High Court
 <Casetype> <CaseNumber>
<Caseyear> to 1234x
 For Margistrate Court
 <Casetype> <CaseNumber>
<Caseyear> to 1234y

IVR System (Interactive Voice Response)
o

Case Status can be known through
telephone IVR

o

(09) 809-333-1234, (01) 908444-1234 …

Nigerian Case Management System
• It is an enterprise application developed
specifically to improve service efficiency
in handling cases in court.
• The key objective of NCMS is to
increase speed and efficiency of courts
operations with the ability to:
Receive process, store, retrieve and
distribute
large
volumes
of
information among the court staff for
administration of justice in Nigeria.

Websites
• Courts system becomes more accessible
• Public access to court information available online
• Availability of cause lists, orders, Daily proceedings,
Judgements on internet free.
• Hearing Calender
• Online inquires can be made
• Update of Court procedures available online
• Case information becomes available online.
• Up to date information is available to Litigants/lawyers .
• Fill application online
• Online help for litigants and lawyers
• Transparency in the functioning of courts

Web services contd...
• Provide
web
casting
which allows immediate
access to information
with live footage hence
increased
transparency
and accountability.
• This improves awareness
by directly reaching out to
its public and educate
them about the operation
of the court.
• This will ensure More
accurate reporting

Using web enabled services, a

national
grid
of
court
information for judicial reviews
at all hierarchical levels would
be created.
Thus centrally available data

well devised national policies
pertaining to delay reduction (i.e
arrears-control),programs can be
conveniently implemented.
The data can be filtered to

data warehouse of judiciary
where it can be used by
centralized
research
and
planning for judiciary and
experts can evolve centralized
policies for courts.

E-Filing
• This is an electronic system of filling cases online.
• It is an easy- to-use system that allows lawyers to file
documents (pleadings, motions, transcripts, trial courts
records, and briefs) directly with the courts over the
internet. e.g. justice@state courts app
• It is a system that aids court to file, store, and manage
their case file in an easy- to- access, transparent way.
• The service could be charged through the internet
banking system for payment of case filing.
• Immediate service of E- Summons
• Convenience of filing from Home /office 24/7/365
• Cost of maintaining paper files eliminated
• No chances of misplacing of files
• Trials will be expedited:

Determinant by Impact
Virtual Library:
• A Virtual Library is a collection of resources available on one or more computer
systems, where a single interface or entry point to the collections is provided.
• Virtual Library will help judges to be more effective through searchable access to
laws and cases
• The commercial internet access to Lexis has up to date, comprehensive collections
of laws from almost all jurisdictions in the world, and features very sophisticated
search capabilities.
• Other tools of searches that give access to laws and cases include:

LegalPedia,
Law Pavilion,
www.nigeria-law.org,
 www.nigerialawreports.com which contains





Judgments of the Supreme Court of Nigeria.
Judgments of the Court of Appeal of Nigeria.
Judgments of the West African Court of Appeal (WACA)
The Judgments are reported according to the citations used by the courts.

www.judgment.supremecourt.gov.ng
Golearn(developed by UNODC)

Determinants based on Impact
Sentencing Information System

• Allows judges/magistrates quick,
easy access to relevant information
about past sentencing of the court in
similar cases, without placing any
formal restrictions on the exercise of
judicial discretion.

Determinant based on Impact
• Biometric Identification
•

•
•
•

•

Biometric device is a security identification and
authentication device.
Such devices use automated methods of verifying or
recognising the identity of a living person based on
a physiological or behavioral characteristic. These
characteristics include fingerprints, facial images,
iris and voice recognition.
Easy identification of an accused/witnesses.
False identities can be trapped especially for people
who stand sureties for number of accused.
Witnesses who are in the habit of giving evidence in
number of cases can be identified.
No wrong person can be released from prison due
to confusion of identity.

Video Conferencing:

• This is used to connect people in different
physical locations especially for meetings and
discussion.
• Video conferencing facilities allow the court to
talk to witnesses from any location.
• It can be used to enable testifying witness
appear in the court without having to travel to
the courtroom.
• Video conferencing in the court system offers
significant cost savings and improved security
by reducing the need for high security
prisoner transport.

E-Courts
• Paper–less Courts
• Audio-visual presentation facility designed to allow parties,
participants and other stakeholders to better operate some
administrative and procedural aspects of the court’s functions, such
as:
• presenting evidence,
• filing judicial records
• or receiving testimony remotely.
 Records of courts can be stored on DVDs
 Immediate retrieval of record is possible
 Physical barriers are broken
 Accurate record of evidence takes place
 Visual animations and presentations of arguments
 Internet aids are available for citations and research.
 Real time monitoring of cases is possible
 Access to courts is ensured 24/7/365

Determinants by Impact


Bar code technology
Standard bar codes can act as social
security numbers or in context of
courts like case numbers which can
act as reference numbers that a
computer uses to look up to
associated descriptive data and other
pertinent information.

 This technology helps in document
management and movable property
identification.

 Bar code scanner is faster and more
accurate

Bar code technology
 Bar code can be used to locate
files, documents concerning to
cases like pleading issues,
evidence
both
oral
and
documentary, orders, judgments as
also movable properties seized,
attached and exhibited.

 This technology is very effective
in tracking of files and their
location

Touch screen Enquiry Kiosks
 Technology similar to Bank
ATMs
 sited at different positions
so that
would

litigants/lawyers
get

information

concerning their cases.
 Decongestion of courts
 Less requirement of staff in

facilitation centers.
 save cost and time

Fingerprint recognition system
 It would involve fingerprinting of
accused, witness, prisoner etc.

 A centralized data base of fingerprints
would be created. It could act as a
reference during identification
of
professional criminals.

 It would also identify professional
litigants and professional witnesses
thus help in preventing
of their
impersonation.

 Fingerprint Recognition Device

Imaging and scanning tools

It

would assist in storage and
management of documentary
evidence,
photographs
of
accused,
and
litigation
witnesses
for
future
identification.

Tools for encryption, Recognition of digital signature
They enable the recognition of digital and perform various

encryption and decryption functions which may act as a
security tool for documents and avoid hacking by miscreants.

These ensures
documents.

confidentiality and

non-repudition of

They can be meaningfully used to grant certified copies of
orders and judgments.

 Pleadings can be made easier, by utilising electronic
signatures so that lawyers are not buried in the
administration of signing thousands of summons to be
issued before the court.
 Summons can be issued electronically instead of manually,
which in the long term saves time and money.

Determinants by Impact
Voice Recognition/Detection Software.

With a good quality and well practiced Voice Recognition software:
• A judge can dictate a judgment to the computer,
• which will directly convert such dictation into a readable
language.
• This will not only minimize dependence on staff of the court but
also save time and man power.

Court Recording and Transcribing System (CRTS).
This is a system used to record the whole process of court
proceedings before judges in the open court, so that the whole
court proceeding can be stored in audio/ video format for
reference and long term preservation.
This application also allows for automated transcription.

Challenges of ICT

Challenges of ICT
There are numerous challenges to
contend with in the usage of ICT by
Judicial Officers in Nigeria.
However,
these
challenges
once
identified should guide Judges when
taking advantage of ICT and in particular
Internet and the Social Media for
personal convenience and even in
advancing the course of justice
administration.

Challenges of ICT
• Opinion Manipulation: using the internet and Social media
services in a manner that is intended to artificially amplify or
suppress information or engage in behavior that manipulates or
disrupts people’s experience.
• Addictions: the uses of Internet and Social media can cause
dependence; It is more addictive than cigarettes or alcohol for
people.
An online survey (Lookout, 2012) found that the Smartphone is an
important accessory for people and in particular:
 The 60% check the Smartphone every hour
 Young folks, between 18-34 years, are the most addicted
 The 54% check the Smartphone before sleep, during the night and
just after they wake up in the morning.
 The 24% check the smartphone while driving.
 The 73% felt panicked when they lost their smartphone because
the consequent cost & hassle associate with it, bank or financial
account exposition and embarrassing photo or text messages
present on it

Challenges of ICT
• Identity theft:
This acts occurs when an unauthorized
party uses your personally identifying
information, such as your name, address,
Social Security Number (SSN), or credit
card or bank account information to
assume your identity in order to
commit fraud or other criminal acts.

Challenges of ICT
• Upsurge in Cyber Crimes;
The use of Internet and Social Media revolution has brought along
Computer Crimes (Cybercrimes) such as Criminal Trespass into
another computer, theft of computer data, the use of internet to
commit or aid in the commission of fraud, infringement of privacy,
intellectual and copy right breaches that magistrates should be
cautious of falling victims. Few lists of cybercrimes are:
• Phishing/Spoofing: the act of sending multiple s to multiple users
in hopes of having a number of them clicking on the links or
malwares attached to the .
• Blackmail/Extortion: the act of using the Internet to threaten or
damage someone’s reputation to extort money or anything else of
value. This can be avoided if you are aware of what you should post
on the Internet.
• Hacking: the act of obtaining unauthorized access to data from a
computer network.

Challenges of ICT
• Non-Delivery of Merchandise – the act of
devising a scheme wherein a culprit posts an
item or service for sale over the Internet and
once the transactions have been done, does
not really give the item or service.
• Cyber bullying – the act of anonymously
using the Internet to harass, abuse, threaten,
or annoy other people and because the culprit
is anonymous is hard to detect who is bullying
you.

Challenges of ICT
• Criminal Copyright Infringement – the act of
piracy mainly for financial gain.
• Fake News, Images, Photos and Videos: The
British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) defines
fake news as “completely false information,
photos or videos purposefully created and
spread to confuse or misinform.

Challenges of ICT
• Online

Predators: An act where online users seek to exploit
vulnerable children or adolescents for sexual or other abusive
purposes. they goal is to lure and manipulate a child into
believing they care for your child more than his or her parents
or family. Predators develop relationships by offering
whatever a child seems to need, emotionally or literally luring
them with gifts. Some children who are sad, bored, or lonely
will turn to the Internet to have an emotional need met.

• Disturbing Content: Social Media content is
populated with different materials by the actions
of many different people. This means that it is
possible to bump into disturbing image and
video, where cruel, violent and sexist are the
most common.

Challenges of ICT
• Compromise of Judicial Process;
Information and data about the Judicial Process are
now readily accessible to everyone due to the advent
of the Social Media. People can now access and read
judgments from different courts, news reports of cases,
constitutions and other laws, as well as case notes and
opinions published by various law firms.
• Misleading and prejudicial News reports: this involves
an action where professional journalists does not
cover the story a “citizen journalist” may use social
media to feed a narrative that often grossly distorts
reality, a situation that would result in the public being
given imperfect legal information.

Challenges of ICT
• Drug Trafficking – the act of selling illegal
substances using the Internet.
• Other Inconveniences:
When people do not realise the power of
Social Media, some pleasant events can
turn into nightmares and can have nasty
conclusions.

E- Safety

E- Safety or Internet safety
is trying to be safe on the
internet and is the act of maximizing
a user's awareness of personal safety
and security risks to private
information and property associated
with using the internet, and the selfprotection from computer crime.

• E-Safety

Internet Safety
• Internet Safety is all about keeping yourself,
your family and your personal information
safe.
• It is concerned with the security of people and
their information when using the internet.
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Useful measures for Internet Safety
• Keep your Computer Software up to date.
All yours software including your browser should be
kept with automatic updates
• Defend or protect your computer.
 Install genuine Antivirus protection on your computer
and keep your Antivirus Program up to date
 Do not open up emails from people you do not know.
 Do not click on links in emails that you receive from
others unless you ask for them e.g. Spam or junk mail.
 Do not download free videos or music from video sharing
sites.
 Stay away from pornographic sites.
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• Avoid phishing scams and malware:
Phishing is a form of Internet fraud where a
scammer, pretending to be a legitimate person or
organization, sends you an email that tries to trick
you into revealing personal or financial information,
such as credit card numbers, social security
numbers, and passwords.


Phishing is one of the most common scams on
the web and cybercriminals are constantly modifying
their attacks to include details that will make the
recipient believe the scam is real.



You should also make sure that any email
claiming to be from your bank includes your given
name in the message, such as “Dear Godwin
Adams,” instead of “Dear Valued Customer.”
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E-Safety
Keep Personal Information Professional and Limited
Potential employers or customers do not need to know your
personal relationship status or your home address. They do
need to know about your expertise and professional
background, and how to get in touch with you. Therefore
avoid sharing your personal information out to millions of
people online.
Keep Your Privacy Settings On
Marketers love to know all about you, and so do hackers. Both
can learn a lot from your browsing and social media usage.
web browsers and mobile operating systems have settings
available to protect your privacy online. Make sure you have
enabled these privacy safeguards, and keep them enabled.

E-Safety
Practice Safe Browsing
Cybercriminals use striking content as bait. They
know people are sometimes tempted by dubious
content and may let their guard down when
searching for it.
Carelessly clicking on such content expose your
personal data or infect your device with malware.
By resisting the urge, you don't even give the
hackers a chance.
Make Sure Your Internet Connection is Secure.
Use a Secure VPN Connection
When you go online in a public place, for example
by using a public Wi-Fi connection.

E-safety
Be Careful What You Download
A top goal of cybercriminals is to trick you into downloading
malware—programs or apps that carry malware or try to steal
information. This malware can be disguised as an app: do not
download apps that look suspicious or come from a site you do not
trust.
Choose Strong Passwords
Avoid choosing Passwords that are easy to remember
(such as "password" and "123456"), they are also easy
for cyber thieves to guess. Select strong passwords that
are harder for cybercriminals to demystify.
 A strong password is one that is unique and complex—
at least 15 characters long, mixing letters, numbers and
special characters.
 Never give out your password to anyone for verification
through an email or text message.

E-Safety
Be Careful What You Post
Any comment or image you post online may stay online
forever because removing the original (say, from Twitter)
does not remove any copies that other people made.
 Limit the amount of information that you put
about yourself online
Be Careful Who You Meet Online
People you meet online are not always who they claim to
be. Indeed, they may not even be real. so be as cautious
and sensible in your online social life as you are in your inperson social life.
 Limit your contacts to those people who you
actually know and trust.

• Protect
threats:

yourself

from

emerging

Scammers have one purpose: to get as
much personal information from a user
as possible. This includes login
information, Social Security numbers,
date of birth, Home address and other
identifiable information that can help
scammers open up bogus accounts
under your name or steal from your
existing ones. e.g. Cyber bullying,
Cyber stalking etc.
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Identify fake web addresses.
 Misspelled domains are big deceivers. Phishers will
purchase a domain name that resembles the real
domain. They will replace letters with numbers or with
other letters. Pay close attention to the spelling of a
domain names, and learn to spot a fake site like
http:/ www.yohoo.com or http://www.paypol.com/.
 Never trust emails that point you to URLs that only
show an IP address.
 Displays low resolution images—Scammers usually
erect fake sites quickly, and this shows in the quality of
the sites. If the logo or text appears in poor resolution,
this is an important clue that the site could be phony.
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Make sure payment websites use encryption.
 Not all websites that accept payments offer security. The login
pages of our Internet Banking are secured through an
encryption process, so a locked padlock or unbroken key symbol
should appear in your browser window when accessing your
Login page.
 The beginning of your Internet Banking page address will change
from "http" to "https" when a secure connection is made.
 Never login to the Internet Banking website through a link from
your email, even if the email appears to have been sent from
Bank. Type the web address in yourself.
 Be wary of any unexpected pop-ups that appear during your
online banking session.
 Subscribe to SMS alert to view each transaction in real time. If
you receive an alert for a transaction you did not initiate or
authorize contact the bank immediately.
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Make sure payment websites use encryption.
 Make sure your contact details with the Bank are upto-date so you can receive SMS alerts on your mobile
devices.

 Never give anyone your login details in full either by email or
over the phone.
 Disregard all unsolicited phone calls, text messages, emails
and social media messages requesting for sensitive account
information.
 Do not disclose your passwords, token generated codes, card
details or Personal Identification Number (PIN) or email
password.
 Browse more privately: When you are using a public computer to
browse , it is a good idea to use InPrivate browsing- a feature that
helps prevent your browsing history, cookies, and other information
from being retained on your computer.
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E-Safety

• Activate the (2FA), A security process in which
users provide two different authentication
factors to verify themselves.
• 2FA is done to better protect both the user's
credentials and the resources the user can
access.
• Two-factor authentication methods rely on a
user providing a password, as well as a second
factor, usually either a security token or
a biometric factor, such as a fingerprint or
facial scan.

Conclusion
• Computer, an indispensable tool, has brought about
dramatic changes in our lives, making it incumbent on
everyone to learn it.
• Computer today has become a universal tool used at
homes, schools, offices, hospitals, courts, prisons etc.
• You can no longer do anything today without using it.

Hence, the need for EVERYONE to be literate about it.

Conclusion
• The role of ICT in the judiciary is of great importance,
because the services which will be provided to the
citizens will be
Speedier,
Affordable,

Accessible,
Transparent, and
Accountable

• Successful application of ICT to the judicial system will
by no doubt improved the quality of justice delivery
and as well provide judicial information to all parties
involved.

Conclusion

The advancements of information
technology in the court systems are a
necessary transformation for not only
the Magistrates but also to the entire
Nigerian Judiciary.
In this case, ICT in the courts is not a
discretion , but must be a norm to instill
judicial Excellence.

• Thank you for listening
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